Purpose

Technique PRTMDR sets whether 6 hour MDR summations and MDR derived precipitation will be displayed.

The MDR box values are overlaid on a printer map containing state boundaries for the user's MDR subset. In addition Technique PRTMDR will print the gage/radar ratios for the stations used to convert MDR to precipitation.

Valid values are NO (0), YES (1) and print ratios (2).

The Global default is NO (0).

This Technique is Universal.

Form of Input

PRTMDR(integer)

where integer is 0, 1 or 2 indicating:
0 = no MDR display
1 = display MDR data and MDR derived precipitation
2 = display MDR plus print gage/radar ratios of stations used to make the conversion

Example

PRTMDR(1)

The MDR data and MDR derived precipitation will be printed.